




At Garswood we want above all to ensure that our 
children feel safe and happy.  

At Garswood we want above all to ensure that 
our children feel safe and happy.  Cultural and 

social influences can make some children 
vulnerable.

For example, time spent online and influences 
from the online world has increased the risks 

open to our children.

Our children’s education is designed to ensure 
children feel safe and comfortable and have 
the knowledge to tackle any potential issues.

Safeguarding risks that can affect 
children include…

• Online grooming
• Domestic abuse
• Drug/alcohol misuse
• Sexual exploitation
• Gang involvement
• Child abuse

All staff at Garswood are aware that any 
disclosures from children will be reported in the 
appropriate manner. Mrs Potter (safeguarding 
lead) will ensure the correct course of action is 

followed.

If you, as a parent, ever have any concerns or 
questions please consult our parent support worker 

Mrs Helen Evans or Mr Yearsley (Deputy 
safeguarding lead) and we will attempt to assist as 

best we can. 

Safeguarding at 

Garswood



Expectations & 

Attendance
• Children have had standards and expectations 

explained to them clearly and have constant 
reminders on a daily basis:

• Listening to instructions
• Engaging during lessons

Our school ethos:

• Being kind ‘No out-siders’
• Being ambitions – what can we take from this year?
• Respectful towards ourselves and each-other

• Ensuring presentation standards are followed (including 
joining handwriting, underling dates and titles etc)

• During lessons, children are reminded of ‘sticky 
knowledge’ that is important for them to retain. This 
knowledge is revisited throughout topics each half 
term.

• Aim for 97% attendance – this is a 5 day challenge. 
Your child should have no more than 5 days absence 
as a maximum. 

• 90% attendance would mean your child has missed 4 
weeks of schooling across the year. This is a huge 
amount of missed learning

• Below 90% is considered a persistent absentee and you 
must work with the EWS to create a parenting 
agreement



Teaching Methods

In Maths, we follow the White Rose curriculum. 
Balancing fluency with automaticity. 

Resilience is key - they have to think about and work 
hard to find the answers.

In English we teach through a quality text. The new 
elements of Grammar for the SPAG test will be taught 
through English lessons – Nowhere Emporium, The 
Landlady, The Arrival, When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit

The bespoke curriculum is used to deliver Science and 
other foundation subjects, where possible-links will be 
made across subjects incorporating English and Maths. 



Reading

Reading is of paramount importance throughout the 
school.

 Children will  be reading a range of quality  texts 
during English lessons as well as studying a sub text 
often relating to a non-fiction subject or genre e.g.
information texts and biographies.

‘Go Read’:

Children will record their reading progress using the in 
class reading log. This will be checked regularly by staff 
to ensure appropriate levels of access. Children will be 
given opportunities to write reviews and feed back on 
the texts covered to consolidate their understanding.



Yearly Overview



What does our week look like?



What 

will the 

SATS 

be 

like?

A one hour reading paper much the 
same as in previous years. A selection of 
texts that are progressively more 
challenging with a set of questions on 
each text. 

A spelling and grammar paper that will 
test the children’s knowledge of 
grammar through short answers – tick a 
box, circle a word, etc
A spelling test of 20 words.

Maths will continue to be assessed 
through three papers
a 30 minute arithmetic test 
two 40 minute reasoning papers 



How the tests will be 

reported?

Scaled score will be used.

Raw score based on how many questions they answer 

correctly, 

converted to a scaled score where 100 is the national 

standard. There will be a lower end point on the scale for 

children who do not achieve the national standard and an 

upper end point for children who perform exceptionally well 

on the tests. 

We won’t know what the scale will be until the children have 

completed the tests and they have all been marked. 

Children will get a raw score, a scaled score and whether or 

not they have reached the national standard











Grammar and Spelling
Grammar and spelling is a large part of the Year 6 Curriculum

Abstract Noun Colon Homophone Prefix

Active Voice Command Hyphen Preposition

Adjectives Commas Inverted Commas Present/Past Tense

Adjectival Phrase Common Noun Main Clause Pronoun

Adverb Conjunction Object Proper Noun

Adverbial Phrase Connective Omission Reporting Clause

Ambiguity Contraction Parenthesis Semantic Cohesion

Antonym Determiner Passive Voice Semi Colon

Apostrophe Ellipsis Phrase Singular

Brackets Embedded Clause Plural Subject

Clause Grammatical Cohesion Possession Subordinate Clause

Collective Noun Homograph Predicate Synonym



Booster classes will be provided from 
February onwards (9 weeks prior to SATs) 
Most staff contribute so groups are smaller.

Parent classes  happy to set up if you are 
interested

Revision guides are used to support the 
children’s learning.

Timed activities so prepare children for 
expectations of tests

Revision websites such as KS2 bite-size 

Practice SATs – use of past papers to help 
us to track the children’s progress, to help 
the children become familiar with the 
format, review questions and completing 
tests within a given time.



Writing 

framework 

used to 

decide if a 

child has or 

has not 

reached the 

standard for 

Year 6.



London and Harry 

Potter Studios



 Websites to access from 
home

 BBC bitesize

 Online resources/learning: 
Lexia

 Century Tech

 Encourage children’s reading

 Practise spellings 

 Encourage independent 
completion of homework 
activities

 Ask if there are extra 
materials you would like



Keep up to date with all our 

adventures 

on ‘X’ @garswoodprimary and the 

School Spider Garswood Website.


